SMART STABILIZERS
AND MORE…

PINFABB
Pinfabb service for the Stabilizers HYDRAULIC
Plant is full and cost-efficient. Skilled Engineers
can repair any hydraulic malfunction both at
works or during ship operation. We offer
experts technicians, specialized in stabilizing
fins hydraulic plants, stabilizing fins hydraulic
power unit manufacturer support and a full list
of valves and hydraulic pumps that
cover all the stabilizers plants, no matter which
is the model or the age, our spare parts are
convenient and oriented to renew the
plant in the most efficient way.

SINCE

Pinfabb MECHANICAL senior
service engineers are highly skilled,
trained and experienced to work around
every fin type on the market, providing to
ship-owners/operators
a
valid
and
more
convenient way to perform mechanical works and
maintenance to their stabilizers.
During Dry Dock Stabilizing Fins maintenance,
our engineers manage directly the work and they
take care of fins demounting, machining,
remounting, seals replacement and more.
Our team can cooperate with the Yard personnel
or we can supply complete team of manpower to
carry out the entire work with our own skilled
man-power.

SERVICE
Thanks to its ELECTRONIC decennial Experience,
Pinfabb Srl prepared professional electronic
engineers who carry out electric and electronic
stabilizers service on board vessels all around the
world. They know the principle of work of every
system, calibration procedures and working
operations, so they are independent to repair,
carry out maintenance and put in service any type
of fins. They also perform the installation of the
PINFABB system, when requested by the ship
owner to upgrade its ship stabilization system,
carrying out interfacing, interconnections,
commissioning and sea trials.

1981

Since the very beginning PINFABB srl,
under the name of ALFA sas, became a leader
player for the repair of any navigation
equipment in Italy,
providing services and new
equipment for RADAR, GYROCOMPASS, COMMUNICATION,
ECDIS, (S)VDR, BNWAS, and more.
Today, thanks to its partnership network Pinfabb provides
NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT services to its customers all
around the world, with more than 60 equipment
manufacturers as part of its network.
With the introduction on the market of nEmo, Pinfabb is
also offering to ship owners/operators interested in the
maintenance costs reduction significant discounts for any
service they need, without changing their usual suppliers
or operations.

YOUR FINS

“THE SMARTEST WAY TO KEEP YOUR STABILIZERS UNDER CONTROL”
As commonly known, Stabilizing Fins Plant is a system that needs care and maintenance to
be always in full working conditions, especially when you really need them. To the other
hand, Fins Stabilizers Services are known to be considerably expensive and sometime very
difficult due to lack of expensive spare parts. The Smartest and most convenient way to
keep always your fins stabilizer in good service status and to reduce the maintenance costs
is to join the Pinfabb Stabilizers Service.
Qualified Engineers, Spare Parts Availability, Low Service Costs and Customers Care are the
key values of our organization.
The solutions that we offer have been designed to simplify the plants and crew operations,
to improve stabilizers efficiency and to keep them always in good shape with market
available products.

100% PROTECTED

New generation spare parts for every type
of stabilizer: pumps for every delivery oil,
proportional valves, directional valves,
pressure regulators, etc.
Spare parts reconditioned for old stabilizing
fins plants

STABILIZERS SERVICE & RETROFITTING
Pinfabb SRL, worldwide stabilizing fins Leader Company, is a global ONE-STOP-SHOP for
Stabilizing Fins.
PINFABB SOLUTIONS offer multiple benefits:
-

COST EFFICIENCY SOLUTIONS
RENEWAL OF THE PLANT THANKS TO PINFABB ECO CONTROL SYSTEM
SAFETY MEASURES FOR STABILIZERS LONG WORKING CONDITION
SIMPLIFING STABILIZING FINS PLANT
SIMPLIFING CREW OPERATIONS
MAINTENANCE COSTS REDUCTION
CO2 EMISSIONS and FUEL CONSUMPTION REDUCTION THANKS TO PINFABB ECO
TECHNOLOGY

MECHANICAL REPAIRS
PINFABB takes 100% responsibility on the good working condition of its clients’ stabilizers,
and a key factor to ensure that it is the good maintenance of the fins mechanical part.
PINFABB supply any spare part necessary for the mechanical overhauling and dry dock works,
including Seals, Bearings, Teflon Material, Gears, and more with the lowest rates of the
sector.
Trained Senior Service Engineers are also responsible for the Dry-Dock Stabilizer Overhauling
from the Dry-Dock to the yard. They can organize and manage yard man-power or PINFABB
skilled man-power when the owner prefers a “key-in-hand” solution.

HYDRAULIC UPGRADE
PINFABB provides any type of spare parts and renewal for stabilizers and during its long
life the company has upgraded several ships stabilizing fins hydraulic units all over the
world.
The key factor in the Hydraulic Upgrade is that the solutions offered by Pinfabb are
tailored to the plant and to the ship. All the solutions are projected keeping in
consideration the plant, ship crews’ information, experts’ point of view and engineers’
advices.

Old and
obsolete Stroke
Control. It is
source of
problems and
expensive to
repair.

New and
Advanced Digital
Electronic Stroke
Control of the
Main Pump.
Best Hydraulic
Performance,
more accuracy
and reliability.

Obsolete Main
Pump, out of
market.
HPU
Performance
could be low
and inadequate,
creating several
hydraulic
problems.

BEFORE

New Hydraulic
Power Unit
includes all the
plant pumps
(main, aux and
rigging).

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

OLD HYDRAULIC VALVES

NEW HYDRAULIC VALVES

ELECTRONIC RETROFIT
Thanks to its experience, composed by more than 30 years of works and upgrades for any
type of fins ever built, in 2014 Pinfabb SRL has designed and produced the 3rd version of its
own Stabilizers Digital Control, renamed “PINFABB ECO SMART”.
Responding to the demanding shipping world of today, PINFABB ECO SMART has been
designed focusing also on the ship efficiency and on CO2 emissions reduction, providing
several benefits to its users:
-

It can be installed on ANY type of stabilizers, no matter which is the plant or the age.
It demonstrated to provide high quality stabilization, also at low speed.
It is a useful Fuel Saving Tool, as in ECO mode it can reduce fins drag and consumption
up to 60%.
It has the most advanced Human-Machine-Interface, easily providing several real time
information.
It could be integrated with on-board equipment and its info could be shared with
company office.

PINFABB ECO SMART
Stabilizing Fins and Comfort-on-board are Pinfabb Srl core business: we repair any type of stabilizers since
1981.
From this experience we developed PINFABB ECO SMART, a digital and computerized Stabilizing Fins
Control projected and designed with the state of the art technology. It is suitable to control fins for
both small and large ships, adapting itself to the existing mechanical, hydraulic and electrical parts of
any stabilizing plant. The system is also equipped with a special Energy Saving Software, capable to
reduce the stabilizers drag and consumption up to 60%, improving ship efficiency up to 2%.

WHY ?
“THE SMARTEST AND MOST CONVENIENT WAY TO RENEW AND KEEP UNDER CONTROL THE
STABILIZERS PLANT”
By installing PINFABB ECO SMART you gain several benefits:
- Stabilizers plant results renewed with modern and reliable components.
- Having not anymore to do with obsolete units, crew operations are smoother and easier.
- Maintenance cost come significantly reduced and future spare parts will cost less.
- stabilizers efficiency is improved and the fuel consumption reduced up 2%.
- Thanks to modern mathematics, stabilizers effect improves comfort and safety on board.

STABILIZERS RENOVATION AND INNOVATION
Moreover to be an excellent way to renew your stabilizing fins
system, installing a PINFABB ECO SMART means also to
improve your ship efficiency and on-board comfort.
Owners who choose PINFABB ECO SMART demonstrate their
propulsion in the improvement of the maritime technology,
their attention to the environment and their attention in the
passengers comfort on board their ships.
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PINFABB ECO
THE IMPORTANCE OF AN EFFICIENT MANAGEMENT OF THE STABILIZERS
Each vessel has company’s or captain’s instructions regarding
the use of stabilizers, in some cases the fins are rigged out
only when strictly needed, in other cases the fins are rigged
out as soon as the ship takes its way out from the port of
origin, no matter which are the weather conditions.
In all the cases, it is important to obtain the maximum
performance from the stabilizing fins, in order to keep a high
level of comfort on board and in order to reduce the CO2
emissions as much as possible.

not optimized stabilizers work

In fact, as commonly known, the use of the stabilizers means a loss of cruise speed generally can reach 1 knot or
more (depending on ship design and weather conditions) and a dissipation of 3-4% of the ship propulsion energy.
Conventional Stabilizing Fins Controls are designed to manage the fins keeping in consideration only two variable
factors: SPEED and GYROSCOPE OUTPUT, and in many cases the speed input is not correct or manually adjusted.
Having at disposal new technologies and knowledge, and with the international aim to reduce the amount of CO2
emissions generated by the shipping industry, it’s today possible to improve the ship efficiency and its EEOI also
optimizing ships stabilizers functions.
PINFABB ECO greatly accomplishes this mission, managing the stabilizers using the state of art technologies,
including a miniaturized inertial platform and also new dynamic inputs as Ship Drift, Weather Condition, and
Propulsion. It is the perfect Energy Saving tool to upgrade existing good working stabilizers controls into SMART
STABILIZERS SYSTEMS.
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SEEMP AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY INTEGRATION
PINFABB ECO is designed to be installed in those stabilizers plant where the stabilizing fins system is perfectly
working.
The purpose of this tool is to improve the efficiency of the existing stabilizing system,
reducing the impact that the fins give to the cruise speed and to the ship underwater
efficiency.
Moreover to giving useful real time indication about the ship fins efficiency, Pinfabb_
ECO can also be added to the SEEMP as a system installed to reduce the CO2 emissions
of the ship and to improve the energy efficiency of the vessel.

HOW IT WORKS
Pinfabb_ECO is an automatic energy saving tool that can be activated or de-activated
by the operator from the bridge control panel or from ECR control panel. The activation/de-activation is made
through a unique ON-OFF button located in the middle of the screen. When is activated Pinfabb_ECO optimizes
automatically the function of the stabilizers according with the real-time sea weather conditions and on-board
comfort.
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PHOENIX
TAILORED SHIP ENERGY EFFICIENCY ASSISTANT
PINFABB PHOENIX: CLOUD DATA COLLECTOR
It’s a Hardware + Software Solution designed to collect ship attitude
and performance data during the ship operation.
The system works as a CLOUD DATA COLLECTOR: all the voyage data
are stored in ultra slim excel file that is automatically updated to the
PINFABB CLOUD as soon as the ship enters the port.
Using PB-CLOUD, a specially designed Application, it is possible for
the person in charge, to download every voyage file and analyze it
deeply.
The combination of PHOENIX and PB_CLOUD gives an incredible
assistance in the deep understanding of the vessel attitude and
performance during the time.

PINFABB PHOENIX: SHIP EFFICIENCY ASSISTANT
There are multiple reasons that induce ship owners/operators to implement Phoenix on board their
ships:
SEEMP
Calculate and Analyze Vessel Optimum Trim
Understand and keep under control vessel status (hull, propellers, etc..)
Calculate and Analyze Vessel Optimum Speed
Keep a track Record of the Voyages important information
Remotely Control the operation of the ship
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
It
is
the
perfect tool to analyze the ship operations
SIMPLE SOLUTION
Can be added to the SEEMP
Immediately Operative
Gives a deep understanding of vessel attitude and
Real Time Data Collection and Analysis
performance
VERSATILE
Easy to install
Installation can be performed during ship operation

LOW COST
Hardware is provided FREE OF CHARGE
Most Convenient Solution on the market

nEmo II
NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT ASSISTANT

nEmo II: REVOLUTION ON THE BRIDGE MAINTENANCE
nEmo is a Maritime Software used to keep a record of all the documents related to a single navigation
equipment.
The system is equipped with a special cloud, that enable the ship crew and the office personnel to
exchange documents
as service reports, noon reports, certificates, documents in real time and in a proper order: every
document is stored in the proper folder, and using the software is incredibly simple to retrieve the
needed documents.

REAL MONEY SAVING TOOL
Using nEmo gives the opportunity to the ship owners and managers to
significantly reduce the maintenance costs of the navigation equipment.
nEmo Network is a WorldWide Organization of navigation equipment
service companies located in all the most strategic ports of the world.
Customers subscribed to nEmo are allowed to receive convenient discounts
by their old and new suppliers. Discounts are applicable on Spare Parts,
ManPower and Travel. The average discount provided is 15%.

AGENCIES
Athens, Greece
Kuwait City, Kuwait
Riga, Latvia
Tallinn, Estonia
Lisbona, Portugal
Bangkok, Thailand
Buenos Aires, Argentina

PINFABB SRL
Head Office: Via Eridania, 8/3, 16151 Genova Ph: +39 010 881 426 Fax: +30 010 813 271 E-mail: info@pinfabb.com
Work Shop: Via Pieragostini, 65R, 16151 Genova E-mail: mfabbricotti@pinfabb.com
www.pinfabb.com

